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photography by ashley camper  |  text by robyn iaea

something blue

A warm island breeze filled the air with the sweet fragrance of exotic flowers. Surrounded by their families 
and closest friends, Lauren Myers-Kaseff and Andrew Schmitz recited their vows under a breathtaking 
chuppah trailing with white Lisianthus, double stock, snap dragon and hundreds of dendroboum orchids. 
According to the bride, it was a perfect setting. “The old sugar mill is raw and yet refined—the gorgeous 
antiques and sculptures that were collected from all around the world, including France and Bali—we 
loved it immediately,” says Lauren. As an accomplished interior designer, she felt an immediate kinship 
with the property’s owner. 

The ruins of the old Haiku Sugar Mill are a magical setting for a wedding.  Once a thriving enterprise back 
in the 1850s, the mill has been lovingly restored over the last twenty years into a kind of secret garden. 
Tucked away in the lush landscape of Maui’s hills, this is a place that inspires romantic reveries. Girls, young 
and old, step through the ancient archway and, without fail, an audible sigh escapes their lips. Ornate 
cast iron columns rescued from the Paris flea markets now stand in the old mill, along with other French 
antiques that proprietor Sylvia Hamilton-Kerr procured to transform the mill. The combination of the rustic 
stones and gardens in juxtaposition to the elegant chandelier and antiques aligned with Lauren’s edict of 
a “raw and refined” celebration. 

Lauren &Andy
haiku sugar mill

haiku sugar mill, july 1, 2013
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The couple chose Maui for their nuptials for sentimental reasons. Lauren says, “We met in college at the University of San Diego. 
I majored in psychology so Andrew decided to minor in it. We dated for nine incredible years!” Their near decade together led to 
a romantic proposal on a black sand beach in Hana. Andrew proposed in 2011 overlooking Waianapanapa on the famous road 
to Hana. “We fell in love with Maui’s rugged beauty and knew we had to come back,” relates Lauren. Although they chose Hawaii, 
the two families provided guests with an authentic European experience, with a rehearsal dinner at The Villa at Calasa Olive Farm, 
surrounded by vineyards and olive trees. The private estate seems plucked from from the hills of Tuscany and transplanted to 
the slopes of Haleakala with cinematic views of Maui's coastlines. Andrew's parents hosted the fabulous fete, with Maui Executive 
Catering serving an array of Italian food including brick oven pizza and handcut pastas. 

As a designer, Lauren was highly involved in the details of the day, her personal aesthetic underscoring the wedding theme. 
Always dressed in a sophisticated ensemble, she has a penetrating eye for detail and a knack for adding just the right touch of the 
unexpected. At her rehearsal dinner, for instance, she donned a pretty strapless black and white dress paired with fabulous lime 
green Louboutin heels. It’s her fabulous sense of gestalt—understanding the impact of a sum being greater than its parts—that 
made her wedding sublime. There was never a question that an abundance of flowers would be the order of the day, and Fong 
Tagawa of Floral Inspirations was the clear choice to conceive of the bride’s vision. She sketched the organic construction of the 
floral centerpieces which became the focal point of the design. Delicate white peonies, Kiera garden roses, ranunculuses, nigella 
and white dahlias were composed in moss to look as if they were growing down the length of the antique tables, with brass twinkle 
lights woven among the arrangements for an ethereal touch. Another major aspect of the design was a group of custom brass 
Sputnik chandeliers. In her signature style, Lauren commissioned the lights in Los Angeles and flew them in for the wedding to add 
another exceptional dimension. 
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The distinctive edge of “raw and refined” was the 
common thread throughout the day. Thousands of 
white orchids were woven into the vines  overhead 
creating a dramatic backdrop to the head table. 
Tropical, hand-illustrated stationery pieces were 
mixed with pyrite place card holders, a reference 
to the lava rocks of the ancient sugar mill. Votive 
holders were cloaked in translucent white leaves, 
and the aisle mimicked the tropical gardens of the 
mill dressed in ferns and white flowers. Bamboo 
chairs aligned with the organic theme—even the bar 
by Garnish Events echoed the look with its rustic 
unfinished edge and iron legs.

The bride was radiant in a strapless Oscar de la 
Renta gown. Lauren fell in love with a baby blue 
tulle train that she had seen in the designer’s ad 
campaign, and when she was told it was only made 
for the ad, she wasn’t deterred. She convinced her 
mother and best friend Vicky to have it custom 
made. Her sparkling, delicate heels were the perfect 
finishing touch to the ensemble. Dan Sanchez 
styled Lauren’s hair in a loose, uncontrived look, 
and makeup artist Liz Javelosa worked her magic 
with a flawless complexion. 

The groom wore a classic navy Burberry suit. 
According to the bride, her future husband was 
involved from the outset. “I asked him about 
everything throughout the planning process. He has 
a great sense of style and gave me the nod along 
the way,” says Lauren. His parents Mary and Tony, 
each quite tall and regal, walked him down the aisle 
together. The ceremony was imbued with both 
Jewish and Christian traditions, including a reading 
from 1 Corinthians. The chuppah, suspended 
over the couple during the pronouncement of 
their marriage vows, symbolized the shekinah or 
presence of God and the vows He made to Israel. 
The poignant ceremony culminated in cheers 
and applause as Andrew commenced with the 
traditional breaking of the glass.

It was important to the newlyweds that, above all 
else, their wedding would be a true family event. 
Both families share a strong sense of love and 
loyalty that was present throughout the celebration. 
Although Lauren’s father had passed away when 
she was quite young, her stepfather Gary Kaseff is a 
strong force in her life. His love and pride for Lauren 
was apparent in a touching speech and toast shared 
with his wife Vicky, as she welcomed Andrew into 
the fold. In a misty-eyed moment, both Lauren and 
Andrew recognized the amazing support of family 
and friends, and the newlyweds raised a toast to 
their parents and guests. The wedding meal began 
with a blessing over the challah, an elaborately 
braided bread. Two honored family members sang 
a blessing called the hamotzi before the breaking 
of the bread. Maui Executive Catering served an 
elaborate four course dinner, with Garnish Events 
providing an impressive array of signature cocktails 
designed specifically for Lauren and Andrew. The 
evening rose to a crescendo in a lively Hora with the 
pair raised high above the celebrants, the picture of 
true joy and happiness shared by all.
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photography by stephanie williams  |  concept + styling by robyn i'aea + shaunna nygren 
contributing styling by stephanie williams |  installation + floral design by yvonne design 
bouquets + haku lei + linens by designs by hemingway | stationery by momental designs 
cake by a cake life | hair + makeup styling by jacque rojas | gowns by claire pettibone 
monique lhuillier + reem acra + sarah janks | headpieces by erica elizabeth designs 
butterflies by worldbuyers.com, wholesale to the trade  |  shot at the modern honolulu 

Honolulu floral designer Yvonne Chapman brings the outdoors in 
with a birch installation adorned in hundreds of white butterflies, the 
ultimate symbol of transformation. Photographer Stephanie Williams 
captures the scene in an evocative mix of nature photos that blend the 
best of both worlds—the ultra-chic styling of The Modern Honolulu 
and the tropical landscape of Nu'uanu Valley.

Butterfly
reverie



Transforming a space—whether an austere ballroom at a resort or a rustic barn in Wine Country—
is one of the more exciting challenges of a wedding. Since the butterfly is the very symbol of 
transformation, a magical setting centered on this wondrous creation is befitting. At The Modern 
Honolulu, floral designer Yvonne Chapman succeeded in creating a mock al fresco scene with a 
towering birch installation dancing with hundreds of dainty butterflies.

Beginning with a long dining table dressed in icy-blue linens, Yvonne channeled her modern 
sensibilities to balance what she envisioned as “a fantasy scene of butterflies fluttering above the table.” 
Her impetus was the awestruck feeling guests experience when they first arrive at an extraordinary 
event. A cool palette of champagne, brass and pale blue define the décor for Yvonne's magnificent 
display. 

The designer imparted elements of nature into the contemporary setting of the Sun Suite by weaving 
together birch twigs to create a tree sculpture—a surreal touch to the fantastic scene. Butterflies flit 
among birch, hydrangea and orchids creating a stunning canopy above the table. Yvonne selected 
delicate white phalaenopsis orchids as a counterpart to the graceful shape of the butterfly.

{above, left to right} Each and every detail combines to create visual impact defined by romance. 
Shimmery white butterflies float among the birch twigs. Floral centerpieces span the length of the 
reception table and gracefully skim the floor. The gorgeous bride takes in the dreamy setting in a 
Reem Acra wedding gown. A series of botanical collector’s cards from the 1950s are repurposed 
as unique escort cards.  Gown by Claire Pettibone, Erica Elizabeth Designs Madame Butterfly Clips
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{opposite page} 
Gown by Claire Pettibone with Erica 
Elizabeth Designs Madame Butterfly Clips
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{opposite page}  The bride makes a striking silhouette in a lace gown by Claire Pettibone and 
a feminine headpiece by Erica Elizabeth Designs. Floral designer Debbie Hemingway's  
delicate, uncontrived wedding bouquet follows the organic motif. A beautiful blend of white 
scabiosa, eucalytus, white veronica, wax flower, moss, Queen Anne's lace and narcissus 
create texture that is artful and natural.
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{above} A woodland fairy tale ensues with a silver printed Italian lace Sarah Janks gown and Gossamer Butterfly Bridal Hair 
Vine by Erica Elizabeth Designs {opposite page, clockwise from upper left} Honolulu designer Kristin Kato of A Cake Life 
composed a romantic vision of the butterfly motif in white fondant tiers brushed with silver-blue luster. The simply lovely 
confection is a modern take on nature, marrying the sleek Sun Suite ambience with the wonders of nature. A cluster of 
gold taper candleholders by Nate Berkus casts a romantic glow. The unexpected element of brass reappears in the form 
of a napkin ring by designer Kelly Wearstler. Wearing a long-sleeved ivory point d’esprit lace gown by Claire Pettibone, the 
bride is sophisticated and timeless. Artist and stationer Kristy Rice of Momental Designs composed an invitation suite with 
watercolor illustrations that echo the soft color story. 


